
Truth Talk 8: Evidence for the Bible Part 2 
For more information read Christianity: Reasons for Faith  
Chapter 13) Preservation: The Bible Has Been Carefully Preserved Through History 
Chapter 14) Accuracy: Science and Archeology Affirm the Accuracy of the Bible 
Background Sounds of a Church 
Udom Hi Nimol.  How was your women’s Bible study?  
Nimol Hi Udom, The study went great!  The ladies had some really good 

questions. One lady asked about how we can trust that the Bible we 
have now is the same as the original writings. 

Udom That’s a good question.  Do we have any of the original documents 
that were actually written by the writers? 

Nimol Those original documents were written on various things such as clay 
tablets, papyrus (paper made from plants), or animal skins.  Eventually 
those originals wore out.  So, even though we do not have the 
originals, we can still trust that the copies we have are accurate. 

Udom How can we be sure? 
Nimol Remember that the Old Testament was the Holy Book of the people of 

Israel.  They were very careful to make sure that things were passed 
down accurately.  Even though they did not have copy machines like 
we do now, they had professional men called scribes whose job it was 
to accurately copy the original.    

Udom I have heard about these scribes.  They were very careful.  For 
example, when they finished copying a document, they would count 
every letter.  If the number of letters in the copy was different than in 
the original, they would destroy the copy and start over.  They had 
many different tests like this. 

Nimol Over time, original documents can fade and become unreadable.  If the 
writing fades too much or somehow gets distorted, people could 
eventually have had difficulty reading the Old Testament and even 
worse, they might even start to misunderstand it because the letters 
had gotten smudged or smeared over time.   

Udom That is what I read about these scribes.  Once they were completely 
sure that the new copy was completely accurate, they would destroy 
the original.    

Nimol That is why we do not have the original manuscripts or writings of the 
Old Testament.  The original documents wearing out and getting too 
hard to read so after, a new accurate copy was made, the original 
documents were destroyed.  

Udom So now it makes sense that we can trust the accuracy of the Old 
Testament, even though we do not have the original documents. 

Nimol In 1947 the “Dead Sea Scrolls” were discovered in Israel.  Among these 
scrolls was a complete book of Isaiah and parts of every other Old Testament 
book except for Esther.  These copies were all made between 250 BC and 68 
AD. Skeptics expected to find many differences between the other ancient 
Old Testament copies such as the Masoretic Text and these ancient 
documents.  No differences in meaning were found, only minor differences 
in spelling of some of the words.   

Udom So, if we have a lot of ancient copies from different places and they all 
agree with each other, we can be confident that they were all based on 
the same original documents.     

Nimol That’s right, each one of the copies is kind of like a witness in a court 
of law.  If there are many witnesses that a person stole money, that 



person could be convicted and put in prison even if the police could 
not find the money that was stolen because the criminal hid it or spent 
it.  

Udom What about the New Testament, how do we know that the New 
Testament we have is the same as the original documents.     

Nimol First of all, the New Testament was written within the lifetime of 
eyewitnesses to the events.  Jesus was crucified around 33 AD and all 
of the New Testament was written between 58 and 95 AD.  

Udom That is really close.  If someone wanted to write a book about the 
Khmer Rouge, if they didn’t tell the truth, other people who lived 
through that time, would be able to detect the lies and correct them.  

Nimol Also, remember that the first Christians were under heavy persecution 
at the time.  By becoming Christian, they were risking being killed, 
beaten, or imprisonment.  There was no financial incentive for the 
original writers and there was only persecution ahead for the 
followers. 

Udom People might make up stories if they can profit from it and people 
might believe stories if they can profit from it.  But, if there is 
persecution, people only will believe and follow things that they are 
completely sure is true.  

Nimol That is exactly why we got the list of New Testament.  The first 
Christians wanted to be sure that books that they were being 
persecuted for believing were really scripture.  Only books that were 
clearly scripture were accepted. 

Udom There are more copies of the New Testament than any other ancient 
text.  For example, there are 24,000 ancient copies of the New 
Testament on the other hand, there are only 650 copies of Homer’s 
Iliad.  Other ancient documents have even fewer copies than that.  

Nimol Dr.Norman Geisler, an expert on this subject ,wrote that. The New 
Testament…has survived in more manuscripts than any other book in 
antiquity, and is a more pure than any other great book, a form that is 
99.5% pure. 

Udom So we really can be confident that the Bible that we have today has 
been passed down accurately for thousands of years.   

Nimol That’s right!  There are more things to talk about related to Bible, for 
example the way that the Bible is confirmed by history.  But, I need to 
go home before it gets too late.  Let’s talk about this next time we see 
each other. 

Udom Okay, sounds good.  See you later. 
Nimol Bye Udom 
Udom Bye, Nimol 
 


